KABLOONA
freezing porch against the greater cold outside. Not for an
empire would they have stirred out of my path, and over and
among them I crawled until I emerged into the igloo.
But was this an igloo? This witch's cave black on one side
with the smoke of the lamp and sweating out on the other the
damp exudation caused by the warmth of lamp and human
bodies! Within, nothing was white save an occasional line that
marked the fitting of block to block; and the odour was incon-
ceivable. In the vague light of the lamp shapeless things, men
and women, were stirring obscurely. If you wanted a hierarchy
of light you might say that before electricity there .was the gas-
jet, before the gas-jet the lamp, before the lamp the wax taper,
before the wax taper the tallow candle, and before the tallow
candle the seal-oil vessel. I was in a brown bear's lair, a trog-
lodyte's cave. What would elsewhere be the Stone Age was
here the Ice Age,
I was too newly come from Outside to see in the igloo any-
thing but filth: the charnel heap of frozen meat piled on the
ground behind the lamp; the gnawed fish-heads strewn every-
where; the sordid rags on the lumpish flesh, as if these Eskimos
had worn their party clothes to the Post and were here revealing
their true selves, the maculate bodies they covered with skin and
fur to hide the truth from the White. And to heighten the hor-
ror of the scene, one of these Eskimos would fling himself from
time to time into the porch— as the tunnel is called through which
I had crawled—to drive out the dogs; and a howling would
resound as of murder committed in a subterranean chamber.
Even today, as I write, it is still difficult for me to explain
how it happened that I was able to accustom myself to this life,
so that within a month a description like this would seem to me
stupid, would seem a recital of non-essentials and a neglect of
everything consequent in Eskimo existence.
Fortunately, I was too overcome with weariness to be able
to think. Details met my eye and offended it, but they could
not reach as far as my brain. My box had been dragged in, and
like an automaton I opened it in order to find something to eat
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